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Abstract 

Many e-Marketing activities need to competitiveness survival by rapidly responding to customers' requests in jerky 
circumstances via understand and implement Jidoka. The Jidoka provides E-Systems high speed manipulating for requests 
information through an allocated algorithm. Jidoka targets to satisfy both customer and enterprise by providing commodities 
in minimum cost and delivery time. The main limitation faces the algorithm is dealing with an uncertain requests e-
marketing path, the limitation that lengthens the requests' Manipulating-Lead-Time MLT and affects their profits. The main 
challenge in manipulating the customer's request is the nature of e-marketing, which is subject to uncertain requests and 
uncertain cancelations for the serviceable requests are allowed. The probability distributions for requests are not known 
(i.e., fully randomly), but can estimate the significant e-stock mean and their standard deviations. In this paper, A proposed 
allocation algorithm that consists of two sequential phases aims at determining the MLT according to serviceable, returns, 
and disposal requests over the offer horizon, which reduced by 21% of previous Lead-time and the second estimates the 
volume of e-stock, which related to a shortage cost analysis that reduced by 47%. 
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1. Introduction 
The Adventurer e-marketing is a new vision, especially in deploying social-media marketing business. It is 

unsurprising that this vision is highly popular among people and salespeople, which emerged from their comfortability in 
closing the deals. This vision has one famous limitation, which is estimating for e-stock that satisfies all customers. 
Nonetheless, it remains relatively unknown in the academic and scientific communities. Weng Marc Lim (2020), aims to 
address this knowledge gap by offering greater clarity on this concept, via adopt an interrogative approach targeting to 
provide a richer understanding of e-marketing approach. Weng Marc Lim hopes to become a seminal reference for academia 
to understand challenger marketing. Osmonbekov, Adamson, and Dixon (2019, p. 289) say that challenger marketing is a 
story of probabilities. It is a story of increasing the likelihood of winning, keeping, and growing your business over-time. 
All collected data tell us is that if you want to place your bets, this [challenger marketing] is the best bet. The Adventurer 
e-marketing is a concept that encapsulates the powerful ideas captured in two coin's faces: The Adventurer Sale and The 
Adventurer Customer. This study proposes that the inclusion of inter-people networks may explain different levels of 
control over the channel partner when there are uncertain requests (e.g., requests) as cited by Ebers & Oerlemans, (2016). 
Customer's intention to initiate a business relationship with the supplier via the e-marketing process. There are many results 
that indicate important preferential differences in supplier pre-selection between customers according to two variables, 
namely quantity and cost in minimum versus maximum value cases. Forecasting demand is a crucial issue for driving 
efficient e-marketing operations management plans. This is especially the case in the Swvl, Uber, Careem booking and 
systems like that, where demand word and cancellation are uncertainty as noted by Dean, T., et al., (2016), lack of seasonal 
data trends usually coexist. Requested requests allocation in e-marketing management studies on how to allocate the limited 
available products (e.g., seats and trips in this work), which optimally to satisfy the uncertain customers' demands. In the 
e-marketing activities, advice creating wait booking list even if e-stock run out, due to cancellation activity. This paper 
focuses on the modeling and optimization of three related issues namely waiting time, service reliability, and losses as 
discussed by Gould, A. N. et al., (2016). The first section of the paper investigates an important and unique issue in an e-
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marketing distribution network, Maria E. N. et al., (2013) that aims to minimum network waiting for flow using a heuristic 
rule with variable lower bounds as cited by Kang, H., et ai., (2015). The second section of the paper introduces a novel 
method adopted from multi-offers (i.e., buses path) to optimally allocate the available seats for multi-users prefetching to 
enhance reliability. The objective is to minimize the request miss level (back request or cancelation level) as cited by Zhang, 
W. Y. et al., (2011) and Xie, X., et al., (2016), while satisfying the cache list (i.e., seat booking) and the total prefetching 
frequency (total request frequency) constraints. The third section of the paper studies the capacity (i.e., seats and paths) and 
request allocation problem in a service delivery network as noted by Sox, C. R. et al., (2011). The objective is to minimize 
the total cost while satisfying the required service reliability, which measures the probability of satisfying customers' 
requests within an arrival time interval. This distinctive feature allows the proposed algorithm to have more broadly 
practical applications in e-marketing widely, e.g., minimizing the total cost for Swvl /Uber/pipeline/airline networks. This 
paper describes and models these issues as mixed-integer linear programming, and gives a comprehensive computational 
experiment with Solver to test the solvability of the problem with small-to-medium size instances as noted by Wang, N., 
et. al., (2006). The aforementioned indicates that e-marketing is uncertain behavior has two opposite activities are available, 
namely request and cancelation for a specific commodity (e.g., seats in bus trips). If any enterprise targets to gain maximum 
profit under these circumstances logically, it must analyze the booking and cancelation activities to stand for e-stock 
availability (e.g., # of seats and trips) and avoid the shortage as discussed by Askin-RG. Et al., (1996) and Talaibek D. et 
al., (2018). Therefore, this work focuses on tackling this case via two sequential phases, the first have two steps, begins 
with formulating the e-marketing activities sequences and the second is dealing with them in parallel to satisfy all customers 
and service them in minimum time with the GA help. The second phase interests in cost analysis. 

2. The Manipulating Lead Time Reduction Algorithm [MLTR] 

 The proposed algorithm consists of two sequential phases as 
aforementioned. The first phase divide to two sequential steps, based 
on checking of uncertainty e-stock (i.e., commodity, seats, …) capacity 
transaction, then tackled all requests by an evolved heuristic method 
based on GA, while through the second branch of the same phase, 
interests in minimizing the MLT serviceable time, which determine the 
e-stock losses at its minimum level as cited by Ibrahim, M.S. et al., 
(2003). The heuristic fitness rule published for the author 2008, and 
reviewed via Duan, F. et al., (2008) also. 
2.1. Phase-I, Step-I, e-marketing formulation activities 

This phase suggests adding a Super-Market icon (SM'sI: waiting 
for bookinglist) that appears on the URL of the e-marketing interface 
for any enterprise, which used the GA genome, which consists of 8 
digits distributed as shown in Table-1. This genome records the 
customers' requested information for booking commodities. 
Table-1, The genome that stuck on every output 

Genome Bar code designs; X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 
X1  Source address 
X2   Destination address  

X3 X4 ESfirstRequest , ETfirstRequest The Source perform this operation 
X5 X6 ESpredecessorRequest , ETpredecessorRequest The predecessor operation 
X7 X8 ES final Request , ETfinalRequest The Destination Assembly Number 

 

All requests transported via SM'sI to the schedule as identified in Table-1 to pick its information from its source to its 
destination according to create an ODSI ((one-dimensional schedule index) discussed later as a fitness rule of GA) to control 
the movements of outputs and SM'sI path. The steps of the preparatory phase as noted by Singer, S.M. et. al., (2010) and 
Bannat, A. et. al., (2001) as illustrated in Figure. 1: 

1. Scan START Code to distinguish the preemptive or every request or not. 
a. Request information via e-marketing for a gene such as non-preemptive activity, predecessor, e-marketing 

path /request and SM'sI of the operation. 
2. READING Request_ID and stamp the on-line time TFIRST_SCAN(request No.) 
3. READING Source schedule _ID as in scheduling Gantt tact chart. 
4. READING E-marketing path No. to define the location of the SM's icon at Gantt schedule time. 

a. READING sub request genome 

Figure.1: Chromosome modus operandi 
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b. READING Supper-Market genome 
c. READING the next Request must be loaded on the scheduled M/c according to ODSI heuristic as a fitness 

rule for GA as will discuss in Step 1 of phase II. 
d. STAMP time when finishing the confirmation of the execution, TEND_SCAN (request No.) 
e. Derive information of the SM'sI assigned to transported the request with its arrival times at e-marketing path 

of the operation and e-marketing path of the operation's predecessor from its last trip's destination, e-
marketing path where it processes its preemptive, e-marketing path processing the operation's predecessor 
and e-marketing path assigned to process the operation as well as the last operation scheduled on this e-
marketing path. 

5. WRITE a e-stock define the following 
a. TMfg = e-marketing processing time = preemptive + non-preemptive = tact time for the specified request. 
b. TCCT = TEND_SCAN (request No.) − TFIRST_SCAN (request No.) 
c. Ti = TMfg+ TCCT,where i, is the request No. 
d. The Manipulation rate or booking-list   SM's size 
e. The manipulatable for each output= )8/(

.
hrT

parteveryi∑ . 

f. Update information of (preemptive activities) tackled by the SM'sI with the time the preemptive activity is 
suspended and the up-to-date total processing time. 

g. Schedule non-preemptive activity on its assigned e-marketing path based on the information from Step 4.e. 
Then check if the current gene is the last gene in the chromosome: If not, go back to Step1,a. Otherwise, 
check if all preemptive activities finished. If not, go to Step 6. If so, go to Step 7. 

6. Update information of the unfinished preemptive activities with their completion times. 
7. Evaluate the fitness of the chromosome that equals the maximum completion time of all non-preemptive and 

Preemptive operations (i.e., tact time). 
8. READING EXIT genome CODE. 
9. Perform Quality Control. 

 

Figure. 2 illustrates the sequential tackling of booking activities to determine the optimal e-stock capacity (seats and 
paths) via SM'SI, the analysis of historical jerky requests as noted by Dai, T. et. al., 2011. 

 

 

 

 

 

Let X1(k1) be the booking-list SM's size of specific request (k1), where ki= 1, 2, 3, … k, to (ki+1) or the next schedule 
booking-list SM's is given by X1(k1+1), and X1(k1+1)=10 (given requests) percentage of re-allocating +  (jerky serviceable 
requests; 42).Therefore, the next interval must complete. 

[ ]42)(*1.0 11 +KX , 
Let X2(k2) be the booking-list SM's size quantity that must be move to the next e-marketing path in time (k2) only for items 
in SM'sI, it is found that there are (15% of Stage No.1 are leftover due to cancelation) where not moved and (10% of Stage 
No.1) repeated from (Stage No.2). IF there is (5% of Stage No.2) needs resale through backtrack path at its e-marketing 
path in time (k+1), the requests produced from (Stage No.2) is given by: 

20)(*05.0)(*75.0)1( 221122 ++=+ kXkXkX , 

Let X3(k3) and X4(k4) be request quantities that are produced from (Stage No.3) and (Stage No.4) respectively at time (k), 
(5% of Stage No.3 and Stage No.4) need re-allocate, thus (90% of Stage No.3 and Stage No.4) this can be represent as 
follows 

)(*05.0)(**9.0)1( 33233 kXkXkX i +=+ , )(*05.0)(*9.0)1( 443344 kXkXkX +=+  

These values differ from one e-marketing path to another; therefore, the general model defined as 

a (k) 

Figure 2: The e-stock operandi  
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Figure. 6: The best controlling time for Order #6. 
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Figure.5: The best controlling time for the assembly steps to PC #1 
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The above matrix presented as )()()1( kbkCkX XYii +=+ where i represents the number of repeated requests. If the 
initial manipulation rate 42 output, then 25 SM'sI path * 6 Output/interval = 150 output/interval move from stage to next. 

kStageStageka *5)2.1.()( ++=  , kkd *201050)( += . 
A Matlab model constructed to solve this matrix; Figure.3 and Figure.4 generated. Figure.3 illustrates the maximum 
handling via SM'sI, the stage No.4 illustrates the maximum handling ready to deal with e-stock without SM'sI, and the 
handling lay between 840 booking. Figure. 4 illustrates the case after using SM'sI, the handling increased to 1080 
booking/sec, which represents 35%, which also discussed by Ahmed M. Abed, et al. (2020).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. 5 illustrates the difference between using the SM'sI and traditional e-marketing path, the standard scanning time 
[X] and the worst-case [Y], the x-axis presents the sequencing steps executed to assemble request #1, and y-axis presents 
the time consumed for the assembly. The optimum curve [X] is the required curve during assembly and transporting each 
request if the actual performance deviated upwards the optimal curve; this means that there is a delay in the assembly line 
or in transporting time, that needs immediate attendance. The size decreased from 1400 to 600 (i.e., 57%). Figure. 6 
illustrates the MLT of requests capture to guidance the SM'sI, [The booking-list SM's size is 1050/Gantt tact time generated 
from step 1 of phase 2]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2. Phase I, Step-II, Schedule the completed requests 

As aforementioned, this step works on completed requests done in the previous step of this phase. The collected 
completed requests are allocated in a one-dimensional selection and calculated via SM'sI icon to satisfy most customers in 
the shortest time span. Let there be n of requests (i.e., the population size to be MxOj), to represent them, must create an 
initial Gantt tact time chart distributed from 0 to MLT. Earlier, define our chromosome to be permutations of the integers 
1 to MxOj. Suppose that n=MxOj listed in the request Oij in a given chromosome. Since trying to minimize the total MLT, 
the fitness function will be the total MLT (MLT; manipulating lead time). 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = ∑ 𝑑𝑑�𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘,𝑚𝑚, 𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘,𝑚𝑚+1�.𝑛𝑛

𝑘𝑘=1  Where, i denote 

Figure.3: The productivity before activation of SM'sI. Figure.4: The productivity after activation of SM'sI. 
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to job number, k is a customer and m denote to occupied e-marketing path. Therefore, the fitness function will formulate 
and modified as discussed by Ahmed M. Abed, et al., (2020) to be as follow: 
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =  ∑ �(𝑀𝑀𝑘𝑘+1 − 𝑀𝑀𝑘𝑘)2 + (𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘+1 − 𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘)2𝑛𝑛

𝑘𝑘=1  and start replace the initial population with new offspring, to keep the fitter 
half of current population and generate the other half of the new generation through selection and crossover. 

2.2.1. GA-based heuristic fitness rule 

GA referred to a stochastic artificial intelligent technique 
providing a solution search process to mimic natural evolution 
phenomena as cited by Talaibek D. et al., (2018). In this section, GA 
enhanced via fitness heuristic rule ODSI, which allowed the optimal 
solution could be found near. The GA based heuristic is shown in 
Figure. 7 consists of the following main steps: representation and 
initialization; decoding operator and fitness evaluation through 
heuristic rule; genetic operators with crossover, mutation and 
selection and reparation operator. 

2.2.1.1. Allocating 

In the current system, numerous organizations are utilizing littler 
output sizes and attempting to lessen costs any place conceivable. 
Allocating is a great issue of finding the most effective format for 
transport outputs with the least waste utilization. Administrators 
choose the format from their experience, yet this, not a productive 
strategy since it is tedious and results don't effectively use the material. 
Allocating can decrease the ideal opportunity for e-marketing path and 
traveling costs. SM's I have an e-marketing path. 

2.2.1.2. Types of Allocating via GA   

• One-dimension allocating for requests to reduce the cycle time 
The genetic algorithm uses three main types of rules at each step to 
create the next generation from the current population: 

• Selection rules select the individuals, called parents that 
contribute to the population at the next generation. 

• Crossover rules combine two parents to form children for the 
next generation. 

• Mutation rules apply random changes to individual parents to 
form children as illustrated in Figure. 8. 

 
 

2.2.1.3. One-dimensional allocating heuristic steps 

This phase aim at serving many requests at the same 
scheduling time and processing some of activities which are VA and 
NNVA (field indicators; Quantity of booking-list   SM's, Dimension (xi, yi), Transportation time (In and Out), Dead-Time, 
Cycle time and Total lead-time).  

1: Create the Network based schedule NWBS for requests' path and taking into account the suitable booking-list SM's, 
and build the VSM requests.  

2: Analysis the scheduling time of preemptive + non- preemptive (NNVA + VA) time to create the prioritization matrix 
to calculate the relative weight of each e-marketing path. 

Chromosome length N 
Selection Binary selection method 
Crossover Mapped Crossover [PMX] 
Mutation Swap between 2 genes 
Crossover Probability 75% 
Mutation Probability 50% 
Population size 20 chromosomes 
Generation 25 population 

Figure.8: Procedure of the initialization 
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3: Generate the one-dimensional allocating index 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 for all requests as illustrated in Eq. 2, and create the first 
run of Gantt chart.  

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =
�𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂+𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂�−𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂

(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂+𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂)+𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂
……. (Eq. 2) 

ESfinalRequest :Earliest start "NNVA" time of final selected request estimated for certain customer. 
ETfinalRequest:Executing "VA" time of final selected request. 
ESfirstRequest:Earliest start "NNVA" time to first selected request. 
ESpredecessorRequest:Earliest start "NNVA" time of predecessor of first selected request. 
ETpredecessorRequest:Executing "VA" time for selected predecessor request. 
ETfirstRequest: Executing "VA" time for first selected request. 

      The equation's nominator indicates the NNVA time appeared between the request’s execution. The denominator 
represents the total time required to finish the requests in time. 

4: Schedule the one-dimensional allocating requests according to radar suggestion,  
5: Fill any idle-time with the first request in the line appeared in (step-4) and removes from the next iteration. 
6: Calculate the CCT for should-be situation and compared with as-is situation.  
7: Distinguish among the stores via radar shape to guide us in creating the dynamic Gantt chart. 
8: Continue till the difference between the CCT (should-be) i+1 = CCT (should-be) i for ∏ iteration i= 1, 2, …n. 
9: Maximum # of requests N = ∑ 𝑾𝑾𝒊𝒊∅×𝑳𝑳 𝒊𝒊∅

𝒏𝒏
𝒊𝒊
𝑾𝑾×𝑳𝑳

 ∀ 𝒊𝒊 = 𝟏𝟏.𝟐𝟐. … .𝒏𝒏.𝒂𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒂𝒂  ∅ = 𝟎𝟎…𝟗𝟗𝟎𝟎𝒐𝒐 
10: Displacement without overlapping 
11: 𝑨𝑨𝒊𝒊𝒏𝒏 /𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐  ≤ 𝑾𝑾 × 𝑳𝑳                
12: All requests that have same base area rotate with the same angle within cotangent 
13: Requests reiterates allocating of selected requests booking-list SM's with respect to FIFO. 
14: Problem findings and suggest improvement scope. 

2.2.1.3.1. Implementation Results 

The Implementation has done at SWVL e-marketing for Inland transport, Egypt. The requests collected via their 
mobile application shown in Table-2. The solution starts with creating the NWBS as illustrated in Figure. 9, and then 
calculate the ODSI for all requests with different specifications and jerky requested. In this phase, the intention to improve 
a previously published rule aims to reduce the total lead-time Ahmed M. Abed, et al., (2020). The requests in this context 
rely on feeding with different requests and the e-marketing analysis illustrated in Figure. 10 (a: f) and the final arrangement 
of the requests via e-marketing and ODSI illustrated in Figure. 11 and create Gantt as illustrated in Figure. 12, Figure. 13, 
and Figure. 14. 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Order | Carriage counter per customer 

Table-2: Customer Registration time for different six orders 

 

Figure. 9: The NWBS for data in Table-2 
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Figure. 12. The Gantt chart of registration orders 

Figure. 13: Waiting time plan Figure. 14: Final iteration for schedule and MLT 

Figure. 10(a, f). SM'sI analysis to commence of schedule solution 
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Figure. 11: The ODSI initial solution 
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The e-marketing's Requests retraces the arrangements as proposed after check the consistency ODSI index as discussed by 
Ahmed M. Abed, et al., (2020). The e-marketing's requests represent a closed loop to enhance continuity of results with 
time (i.e., Matureness situation). The GA begins its trails from e-marketing's analysis solution to enhance the result and 
creates the overlap Gantt chart taking into account the crossover and mutation as illustrated in Table-2. 

3. Phase-II, Shortage Cost Analysis 

This phase based on previous schedule output data, which aims to schedule the transit situation, if the customer 
needs to book many paths to go to specific point.  

Decision variables 

∝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖: Fraction of request that is allocated to specific booking source j (i.e., trip) from request customer i , i = 1, 2, …  , n,    
j = 1, 2, … , m, 
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖: Capacity (# of seats) of service trip j; j = 1 ,…, m; 

Given parameters 

cij: Travel cost per unit time between facilities i and j, i = 1, 2, … , n,  j = 1, 2, … , m, 
kj: servicing cost per seat at booking source j; j = 1 …. m, 
m: Number of booking source, 
n: Number of requested sources, 
r0: Required booking reliability, 0 ≤ r0 ≤ 1; 
τij: Average time between request source i and booking source j; i =1, 2, … , n; j = 1, 2, …,m; 
T : Interval arrival time during which the customer should be satisfied, 
λi: Requested rate at customer i; i = 1 … n; 

Performance measures 

𝐵𝐵�𝑖𝑖:  Average (back-request/cancelation) at service trip j; j = 1, …, m; 
C: Total cost which includes the transportation cost and the capacity servicing cost, 
R�ij : Service reliability for the partial request ∝ij λi that is assigned to booking trip j from request source i; i = 1, 2, … , n; 
j = 1, 2, … , m; 
𝑅𝑅�  Aggregated service reliability for all the trips,𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 = ∑ 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖

𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖�𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1 =

�̅�𝜆𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖� , Traffic 

intensity at facility j; j = 1 … m;. There are n requested and m service 
facilities. Service facility j, which is allocated with capacity 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 . Requested at 
source i follows Poisson distribution with rate 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖. Each customer from any 
request source has the same unit request. Service facility j serves an M/M/1 
queue, based on a first-in-first-serve (FIFS) scheduling policy. service 
reliability according to Wang et al. (2006), which is the probability of 
meeting request within interval T time, and the result of Sox et al. (1997), 
which shows the booking level within interval time T for a multi-paths, the 
booking obtains reliability within arrival interval time T for the partial request 
∝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖  that is assigned to specific trip j from request source I, where R�ij =
1 − 𝑒𝑒−𝜇𝜇𝑗𝑗(𝑇𝑇−𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗)(1−𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗)  Another indicator of system performance in proposed 
case is the average waiting time. In the setting of one seat-booking facility 
with service capacity 𝜇𝜇, 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖  as the base-stock level for seat i, request 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 for seat-
trip i, and total demand 𝜆𝜆 for all the seat-path as deduced and mimicked, Sox et 
al   )1997  ( ideas .  Show that the back request level for seat-path booking i that adopts a make-to-stock strategy can be 
expressed as: 𝑩𝑩𝑰𝑰 = 𝜼𝜼𝒊𝒊

𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒊+𝟏𝟏

𝟏𝟏 − 𝜼𝜼𝒊𝒊
� , Where 𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖 = 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖/(𝜇𝜇 − 𝜆𝜆 + 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖) is the parameter for steady-state distribution booking in the e-

marketing system for seat-path i, which follows geometric distribution. The proposed equations can derive the average 
"request\back requested" at booking j, where the concept of inventory is no longer applied: 𝐵𝐵�𝑖𝑖 = 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖

1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖�  As a result, the 

average waiting time per customer request can be calculated as the weighted sum of the delay caused by both \back request 
and traffic:  

𝑊𝑊� =
∑ 𝐵𝐵�𝑖𝑖 + ∑ ∑ 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

𝑖𝑖=1
𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1

∑ 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1

… … (3) 

Figure.15. shows that the total cancelation cost increases as the total requested increases. The reason is to reduce available 
paths to meet the increased request, which brings up the total cost to shortage. Figure.16 shows the effect of the arrival time 
interval on the total cost and the average waiting time. The total cost decreases as the arrival time interval increases. The 

Figure. 15: Total cancelation requests cost 
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reason is that we have more time to fulfill the request, therefore, the booking must not be stopped after the trip start, thus 
require less seat at the service path. As a result, the total cost is reduced. Note that when the arrival time interval approaches 
infinity caused by rush-hour traffic. The average waiting time, on the other hand, increases with the arrival time interval 
due to reducing the remaining seats at the paths booking. Also, observe that the total cost increases as the required service 
reliability increases, while the average waiting time shows the opposite trend via implement eq. 4. The reason is that we 
need more capacity to meet the increased service reliability, which brings up the total cost and reduces the average waiting 
time. When the seats at each service trip are predetermined, we can calculate the maximum service reliability that the 
system can achieve by introducing an alternative model: 
 

Max 𝑅𝑅� =
∑ ∑ 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓[1−𝐼𝐼

−𝜇𝜇𝑗𝑗�𝑇𝑇−𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗  ��1−𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 �]𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑓𝑓
𝑓𝑓=1

∑ 𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑓𝑓=1

… … (4) 

s.t. ∑ 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1 ≤ 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖,      j=1,2,…,m, 

�𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚

𝑖𝑖=1

= 1     𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … ,𝑛𝑛, 

𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≥ 0,    𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … ,𝑛𝑛;      𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … . ,𝑚𝑚, 
 
These equations are similar to proposed model except that the values for 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 are predetermined and its target is to maximize 
the service reliability. For example, with 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 = {194.21; 54.9}, we obtain the maximum service reliability 𝑅𝑅�= 0.914, and the 
optimal request allocation strategy as shown below. The number of replication is set at 3. The average waiting times  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

∝= �0.762 0.945 0.99    
0.238 0.055 0.01   

1 0.164 0.959
0 0.836 0.041�  

 
The optimum servicing level handling between different tasks facilities, the transportation cost will be large if stream 
produce too many seats without market form, if there is any seats not handled weather transportation system become in 
position will increase transportation cost and that is a worst case. Each replication contains 200 days, with 10 days of high 
warm-up. Each day contains 16 working hours. After the running of a total of 10344 simulations, the best solution is found 
at the 244th running. The following matrix shows the optimal request strategy. The row index represents the booking trip 
and the column index represents the requested source.  
The simulated code to estimate the optimum quantity/commodity to be produced and transported to design a suitable super 
market: 
              n=10344;  
Min_servicing_capacity = MIP; 
Max_ servicing_capacity = MXP; 
Fixed_Cost = FC; 
Variable_Cost = VC; 
level=[MIP: MXP];  
cost = FC + VC * level;   
for k=1:1201  
    cum_saves=0; 
    for m=1:n 
        request = floor(rand*( MXP - MIP)+ (MXP-MIP)+1); 
        if request >= level(k) 
            partial_saves = Unit_Price * level(k); 
        else 
Unit_Price = X; 
Booking_cost= Y; 
Capacity_shortage_cost= Z; 
                 partial_saves= X * request + ((X-Y-Z)) *(level(k)- request); 

Figure. 16: Time related Cost, waiting time, reliability 

Figure. 17: Simulation results for optimal 
booking 
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        end 
                 saves = partial_saves-cost(k); 
                 cum_saves = cum_saves+saves; 
        end 
                 expected_saves=cum_saves/n; 
                 p(k,1)=level(k); 
                 p(k,2)=expected_saves; 
        end  
plot(p(:,1),p(:,2),'+',p(:,1),p(:,2),'-'), xlabel ('NO. of bathtubs'), ylabel ('Transportation saves $')  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure.17 illustrates the optimum booking that minimizes the shortage cost and increases their customer satisfaction, and 
increase profit at 1990 booking/day. Also Figure.18 illustrates the VSM that emerges the MLT and describes all e-marketing 
sequences till sale a commodity or rent the seat at specific trip and so on. 
 

4. Conclusion 

This work suggests making bookings available until reaching the trip to the final station and tabulates all waiting 
requests in SM'sI local dataset. The proposed algorithm tackles the uncertainty of booking/cancelation via two sequences 
phases. The first aims to schedule the waiting booking-list in minimum delivery time to increase the customers satisfaction 
by 21%, while the second phase makes an analysis for significant costs such as fixed, variable, shortage, and opportunity 
cost to satisfy the enterprise via increase their profit by 47%. the e-marketing has four variables that have impact relations 
such as time interval with minimum cost and service reliability with waiting time as illustrated in Figure. 16, the waiting 
time reduced by selecting the nearest suitable station for customers with respect to a minimum serviceable time and cost 
and increase utilization to achieve satisfaction to customers and enterprise via e-marketing processes. 

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, A.A. Methodology, A.A and T.G.; Software, A.A and T.G.; Validation, A.A; 
Formal Analysis, A.A.; Investigation, A.A. and T.G.; Resources, A.A.; Data Curation,  T.G.; Writing-Original Draft 
Preparation, A.A.; Writing-Review & Editing, A.A; Visualization, A.A.; Supervision,  A.A.; Project Administration, A.A 
 

 

 

Figure. 18: VSM in To-be situation 
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